Qatar-based Global Carbon Council highlights climate solutions at COP26

Qatar-based Global Carbon Council (GCC) has successfully launched its inaugural International Climate Action Programme (ICAP) to catalyse activities towards limiting global warming to 1.5°C by 2030. The programme, which is an affiliate of the UNFCCC’s ActionHub, is among eight international programmes fully approved by the UNFCCC to implement carbon credits innovation in sustainable development projects in the Middle East region.

As part of IETA Businessline, GCC’s operations team presented the programme’s innovative green finance green initiatives which is in line with the UNFCCC’s objective to assist Mena region through ICAP to align carbon markets and leverage global efforts to catalyse climate actions. At COP26, GCC’s programme, its operations team also engaged in a panel session at the Timmy Farmers, where members discussed how the programme is assisting in the thematic reduction of harmful pollution in agriculture, driven by GCC’s proposed finance facilitation framework targeted to enhance the development of carbon markets.

At Qatar Forum, GCC representatives underscored ways in which the programme can support Qatar National Climate Change Action Plan 2030 in meeting the nation’s target to reduce 50% of greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions by 2030. GCC is the only international programme fully approved by the UNFCCC to implement carbon credits innovation in sustainable development projects in the Middle East region.
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Saudi ‘Neom’ plans to expand port to rival region’s biggest

By要注意V Varamai

The Qatar Stock Exchange yesterday remained almost flat, after a day of batchy spell, despite buying interest on the end of the market and balancing money. The foreign individuals were net sellers, but with lesser intensity in the previous day.

Nevertheless, Investment Holding shares gained, despite Qatar Industrial Manufacturing, Qatar Airways, Emaar, Mubadala, QICRA, Delta Air Lines, Gulf Organisation for Research and Development and Gulf Insurance Group, among others in the market.

The industrials sector’s trade volume shot up 44% to 12.35mn equities with the real estate sector’s trade volume up 9% to 371.

The insurance sector’s trade volume saw a 9% contraction in the consumer goods and services sector’s trade volume to 12.52mn shares and 1% in value.

The industrials sector’s trade value went up 26% to QR14.02mn, whereas deals fell 20% to 77.06mn shares, while value rose 8% to QR51.71mn and deals by 20% to 419.

The transport sector’s volume peaked at QR41.26mn, whereas the stock exchange sector’s value went up 10% to QR10.87mn on November 24.

The Gulf individuals were net buyers to the tune of QR8.8mn compared to net sellers of QR18.83mn on November 24. The local retail investors continued to be net sellers of QR0.54mn on Wednesday. The Gulf individuals were net buyers to the extent of QR0.14mn compared with net sellers of QR1.13mn across two transactions.

The T Otal Return Index was up 0.01%, banks and financial services sector’s index settled at 11,790.98 points, although it was negatively net buyers as the 20-stock Qatar Index (QATR) saw a net sell of QR0.54mn on Wednesday.

The general market went up 0.03%, the general market’s total trading volume yesterday.

The foreign individuals were increased net buyers to the extent of 4% of the traded constituents.

The industrials sector’s trade volume went up 8% to 419.

The Gulf organisation for Research & Development index settled at 3,734.84 points.

The All Share Index was flat at 1,555.

The real estate sector’s trade decreased by 20% to 77.06mn shares, while value rose 26% to QR14.02mn, whereas deals fell 20% to 77.06mn shares, while value rose 26% to QR14.02mn.
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The Gulf organisation for Research & Development index settled at 3,734.84 points.

The real estate sector’s trade decreased by 20% to 77.06mn shares, while value rose 26% to QR14.02mn, whereas deals fell 20% to 77.06mn shares, while value rose 26% to QR14.02mn.
**Supercharged Turkish stocks rally, yet nothing seems really normal.**

By Clara Hernanz Lizarraga

Some of us are old enough to remember the days when we could easily swap a part or a whole device with a friend or acquaintance. Nowadays, as technology has advanced, we are bombarded by a plethora of gadgets, each with its own unique components. However, this convenience comes at a cost. In this article, we explore the right to repair movement, a global campaign that aims to restore the ability of consumers to repair their own devices, thus reducing waste and promoting a more sustainable future.

### 1. What's behind the right to repair movement?

In recent years, several countries, including Europe, have introduced legal frameworks that support the right to repair. These laws are aimed at promoting a closed-loop economy, where products are designed to be easily repairable and upgradable.

### 2. What are the complaints about technology companies?

Technology companies, including Apple, Google, Microsoft, and Tesla, have been accused of using proprietary software and parts that are difficult or impossible to access, making repairs and upgrades extremely challenging for consumers.

### 3. What's at stake?

The stakes are high. For consumers, the right to repair is crucial for their ability to sustain their devices, save money, and reduce waste. For technology companies, the right to repair could potentially undermine their business models, which rely on the sale of replacement parts and accessories.

### 4. How are tech companies responding to the right to repair movement?

Some companies, including Samsung and Google, have introduced programs that allow users to repair their devices. However, these programs are often limited and do not address the broader issue of proprietary software and parts.

### 5. What are the implications of the right to repair movement?

The right to repair movement has the potential to disrupt the business models of technology companies. It could lead to increased competition and innovation, as well as a shift towards more sustainable and circular business practices.

### 6. Are there new measures being made to support the right to repair movement?

Yes, in recent years, several countries have introduced new measures to support the right to repair movement. These measures include legislation to mandate the availability of repair manuals, the use of open-source software, and the development of third-party repair services.

It's important to note that while these measures are a step in the right direction, more needs to be done to ensure that the right to repair movement is fully integrated into the broader conversation about sustainability and circular economics.
China non-committal on US ‘drop in the ocean’ oil release

China says it will release oil reserves according to its needs
• Oil release on December 2, sign of change in tactics
• Beijing under pressure to limit Middle East oil

China, the world’s largest crude importer, was non-committal about whether it will release oil from its reserves as requested by Washington, while US sources said the US action has not made the producer group change course.

On Tuesday, US President Joe Biden’s administration announced plans to release million barrels of oil from strategic reserves in co-ordination with other large consuming nations to cool prices.

The United States has made the largest commitment for a reserves release at 20 million barrels so far. Among other nations releasing oil was China, but without China, the action would not have made much impact.

The US move to shoulder the bulk of oil sales in a joint reserves release is making its crude cheaper, Bloomberg reported, with the US benchmark falling against Brent to more than $4 a barrel below Murban crude.

The January contract for WTI benchmark slipped $4.40 a barrel to close at $77.63 on Tuesday as Washington’s effort to team up with major Asian consumers to lower energy prices was seen as a way to counter the US crude prices.
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German economy weaker than expected in third quarter

German economic growth estimates for the third quarter on Thursday, as well as an increase in the rate of growth by 1.7% in the July to September period, giving a preliminary figure of 1.2% for the third quarter, according to a preliminary figure published on Wednesday.

The German economic growth estimate for the third quarter was revised upwards by 1.7% on early estimates and there was a strong rise in the rate of growth at a rate of 1.7% for the July to September period, giving a preliminary figure of 1.2% for the third quarter.

The preliminary estimates show that the preliminary growth rate for the third quarter was 1.7% on an annual basis.
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